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Chances are, a hobo would moon me on the train before a hot guy asks me out-- I'm plain, a little chubby and definitely not hot
stuff like the socialites of Gossipy Girl or what-not. But hey, guess what, the Prince of Uptown, Jaiden Daniels, just singled me out
among dozens of other girls and he's hired me to become his maid/bodyguard and pretend girlfriend. He wants me to pretend to be
his love interest so his parents would stop matchmaking him with socialite airheads and a crazy Princess. Acting to be in love with
Jaiden is hard, even though he's gorgeous, because I've been in love with my best friend Kiterin since forever. Too bad Kiterin has a
gorgeous girlfriend. So here I am, ordinary-girl Mina Lin, star of a real teenage soap-opera involving love polygons (I love Kit, Kit
doesn't love me, Jaiden's falling for me?), evil socialites, backstabbing, twists and turns-wait until you hear what happens when
Jaiden's kidnapped. It's Mina Lin with her Mina-jitsu (a martial arts style I've perfected) to the rescue! Find out what happens in
my story, Maid for Me by Kat Lieu.
Misaki, the feminist school president, has her life turned upside-down when Usui, the bad boy at school, discovers her secret that
she is a waitress at a maid cafe. Original.
Misaki, the feminist school president, has her life turned upside-down when Usui, the bad boy at school, discovers her secret that
she is a waitress at a maid cafe.
Several years have passed since Momoko and Ranmaru got married. Now, Momoko’s little brother Kota is in his second year of
high school. To no one’s surprise, nothing has happened between him and his only female friend, the entertainer Juria. But at his
job as a photographer’s assistant, Kota finds himself very attracted to an older woman named Nanako. This volume also includes a
one-off love story about a boy who’s a wizard with an abacus and a girl who’s bad at math. Don’t miss the final volume of the hit
erotic romantic comedy Peach Heaven!
Ouran High School Host Club, Vol. 3
Black Butler
Kaguya-sama: Love Is War
Kare Kano
Skip·Beat!
As a little girl, Komomo Ninomiya delighted in picking on Natsu Azumi, the son of her family’s pastry chef. Ten years later, when the
family fortune is lost and she has no place to live, Komomo encounters Natsu again in her hour of need. Now that Natsu is a master
pastry chef in his own right, he’ll help Komomo—but only if she works for him at his new confiserie! -- VIZ Media
It's summer break, and the Host Club crew head to the beach, dragging our reluctant heroine with them. When Haruhi stands up to
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some local bullies and gets tossed into the ocean, Tamaki, the Host Club King, rescues her. But afterward, he's so mad that he won't
speak to her until she apologizes. Trouble is, Haruhi can't figure out what she should be sorry for! -- VIZ Media
Kaname vows to sacrifice himself. Yuki vows to sacrifice herself to stop him. Zero takes a weapon in hand to protect what is dear to
him. Whether parted for eternity or close enough to touch, they each will always desire their beloved... -- VIZ Media
The past continues to haunt Teru and Kurosaki when they’re given a chance to find the mysterious “M’s Last Testament.”
Unfortunately, their savage nemesis Akira has his eyes set on finding it too! Will Akira beat them to the punch? Or does Teru have
something up her sleeve? -- VIZ Media
Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 6 (manga)
Maid-sama! (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 3
Peach Heaven
Komomo Confiserie
Alice in Bishounen-Land, Volume 2
Misaki tries to get reelected as student council president, and it becomes an all-out showdown between her and Soutaro Kanou!
She wants to win the spot fair and square without Usui’s help, so she distances herself from him... But in the meantime, is she finally
realizing her true feelings for Usui? -- VIZ Media
A 2-in-1 edition of the romantic-comedy series where a student council president secretly works at a maid café! As if being student
council president of a predominantly male high school isn’t hard enough, Misaki Ayuzawa has a major secret—she works at a maid
café after school! How is she supposed to keep her image of being ultrasmart, strong and overachieving intact once school
heartthrob Takumi Usui discovers her double life?! When Café Maid Latte plans a slew of themed events like “Maid Rangers Day”
and “Little Sister Day,” Misaki surprisingly struggles with playing the “little sister”! Later, more shenanigans erupt at the café…
Misaki is usually up to any challenge, but how will she handle things when a pretty idol called Aoi decides to make Usui hers?
Most of Issei Hyoudou's perverted life has been filled with dreams about having a harem, so it's not a great sign when one of his
dates ends with his murder! He's fortunate enough to be revived by a beautiful girl, but his luck ends after he discovers his school is
filled to the brim with deadly angels and demons!
Misaki gets involved in her friend Sakura’s love life when she’s invited along to meet Sakura’s favorite band. But when Sakura’s
crush is more interested in Misaki, it’s up to Usui to intervene! And when the heir to a restaurant conglomerate makes an offer to buy
the maid café, how far will Misaki go to save it? -- VIZ Media
Chapter 1
Junior High 3
Maid-sama! (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 2
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Maid-sama! (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 9
Wotakoi: Love is Hard for Otaku 4
The two senior members of the Host Club are graduating and will lead separate lives at university. Everyone is mourning the loss of
the “Hunny-Mori Combo,” but the longtime duo already seems to have ended their close friendship. Now Mori has challenged Hunny
to a duel—but why? -- VIZ Media
Teru and her friends sneak aboard a yacht in order to save Rena and foil Morizono’s plan to sell the new “Jack Frost” virus. The
rescue mission turns out to be more than anyone bargained for, however, when Kurosaki runs into a man who makes his blood turn
cold... -- VIZ Media
'" Takasu Ryuuji might look like a thug, but he''s actually a nice guy. Making friends when you''ve got an unintentionally scary face is
tough–and don''t even get him started on girlfriends. But with his secret crush in his class, the start of his second year of high school is
off to a good start…until he crosses paths with Aisaka Taiga. Beautiful, frightening, and not quite five feet tall, the girl known as the
palmtop tiger is the one person in school even scarier than Ryuuji himself–and he''s just made the mistake of making her very, very
angry. "'
Will Kaguya and Miyuki share the shelter of an umbrella in a storm? Is carrying a knife dripping with blood proof that Kaguya is trying
to kill a member of the student council? How will Kaguya react when Chika introduces her to potty humor? Then, Chika must intervene
when Miyuki dispenses bad advice on a topic he knows nothing about, Miyuki tries to develop his kinesthetic intelligence, and Kaguya
and her personal assistant play a practical joke on Miyuki that has dire consequences. Caffeine is required drinking. -- VIZ Media
Fairy Tail
The Earl and The Fairy
Maid-sama! (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 5
The Maid at my House
Kitchen Princess Omnibus
A wizard’s job is never done! Get fired up for the official sequel to Fairy Tail, with story and layouts by original creator
Hiro Mashima himself. Natsu, Lucy, Happy, Erza, and the whole Fairy Tail guild are back in action! And they’ve decided
to tackle the “100 Years Quest” – a job no one’s dared take on since the founding of the guild more than a century ago. A
mysterious town, a baffling spirit, a ghastly new enemy… and a brand new continent to explore. When you’re with real
friends, the adventures never stop!
After getting unexpectedly drawn into an idol dating sim, total newbie Alice Kagami doesn't have a clue how she's
supposed to act like a proper producer, let alone save herself and her idol-obsessed friend Tamami. But after her group's
crushing first loss, the only way to go is up! Together with her mismatched group of handsome boys, Alice learns to
brave the gacha again, level up her idols, and join in summer festival fun. But will their group's newfound success
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transform digital dreams into reality? Includes excerpts from artist Yukito on the design and production process of the
elegant FIORE Rose plastic model by popular kit-and-doll-making company VOLKS!
Sourcebooks Landmark, the leading publisher of Jane Austen-related fiction, is excited to announce a major release: Mr.
Darcy, Vampyre by international bestselling author Amanda Grange. Amanda Grange, bestselling author of Mr. Darcy's
Diary, gives us something completely new—a delightfully thrilling, paranormal Pride and Prejudice sequel, full of danger,
darkness and deep romantic love… Amanda Grange's style and wit bring readers back to Jane Austen's timeless
storytelling, but always from a very unique and unusual perspective, and now Grange is back with an exciting and
completely new take on Mr. Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet. Mr. Darcy, Vampyre starts where Pride and Prejudice ends and
introduces a dark family curse so perfectly that the result is a delightfully thrilling, spine-chilling, breathtaking read. A
dark, poignant and visionary continuation of Austen's beloved story, this tale is full of danger, darkness and immortal
love.
Maid Sama!TokyoPop
High School DxD, Vol. 1 (light novel)
Blissful Land 5
In the Clear Moonlit Dusk 1
Maid-sama! (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 4
Includes Vols. 3 & 4

For an impeccable gentleman's butler like Sebastian Michaelis, the word "impossible" is just not in his
vocabulary. Everything demanded of him under the English sun is well within his grasp. But do his talents
extend to things under the scalding Indian sun?! As Harold West-Jeb's plan to use Agni, Prince Soma's
superhuman butler, in a curry battle to win himself a Royal Warrant is exposed, Earl Ciel Phantomhive sets
Sebastian to the task of creating an incomparable curry to defeat the despicable West-Jeb. But how can Ciel's
devil of a butler possibly best Agni, the man with the Right Hand of God?!
Yoi Takiguchi has long legs, a deep voice, and a handsome face...in other words, Yoi is such a good-looking guy
that most people don't notice or care that she is, in fact, a girl. Indeed, she's had the nickname "Prince" as long
as she can remember. That is, until she met Ichimura-senpai...the only person who's really seemed to see her for
herself. To her surprise, she's not sure how to handle this new relationship, especially when her newfound
friend is a prince himself (and a guy prince, at that). The story of the two high school princes starts here!
Misaki secretly participates in the maid café’s eating contest to save a coworker from keeping a promise that
she never should’ve made in the first place. Then things unexpectedly heat up when a game called Love Trial
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forces Misaki to participate in various festival games with Usui—while holding hands! -- VIZ Media
Meet your favorite characters from the mega-popular Overlord in its first-ever comic anthology! Whether it's to
reaffirm your undying love for Ainz-sama or further explore the world of Yggdrasil and Nazarick, this book will
satisfy all your fan cravings!
Toradora! (Light Novel) Vol. 1
Maid-sama! (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 7
Overlord à la Carte, Vol. 1
Includes Vols. 13 & 14
Dengeki Daisy
Subaru returns to Crusch Karsten's door intent on avoiding the mistakes that led to his latest fatal encounter.
He proposes an alliance between Emilia's and Crusch's camps...and to sweeten the deal, he'll offer intel vital to
their mutual survival: the exact time and place the memory-destroying White Whale will appear! Among those
listening in is a warrior whose hatred of the demon beast is a lifelong obsession...How will Crusch's
servant-"The Sword Devil," Wilhelm-react to this opportunity for revenge?
Misaki continues to realize just how different her and Usui’s family backgrounds are after witnessing a huge
party thrown for Usui’s birthday... And later, a mysterious newcomer appears at Maid Latte—someone who stirs
up a lot of mixed emotions in Misaki! -- VIZ Media
Final volume! At long last, the date for Khang Zhipa and Rati’s wedding is nearly upon them. Between the
reception dinner and wedding dress, all the preparations are coming along smoothly to hold a wedding
celebration that everyone will enjoy. Just as Khang Zhipa and Rati wish, both family and friends, as well as
villagers alike, bestow them many blessings and well wishes as they finally become husband and wife. There's
also extra bonus content galore in this volume, so please enjoy this final volume to this slice-of-life story that’s
chockfull of Tibetan culture.
When Hanako loses a cherished memento, Taro finds himself out in the cold as he pulls out all the wrong stops
to try and find a happy resolution. Narumi and Hirotaka offer what support they can while deepening their own
relationship, but their help can only go so far... As for Naoya and Ko, perceptive onlookers nudge the pair to
close what little distance remains between them, but will they get the hints?
Ouran High School Host Club, Vol. 16
Attack on Titan: Junior High
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Includes Vol. 5 & 6
Mr. Darcy, Vampyre
Weathering With You, volume 1
"Najika is a great cook and likes to make meals for the people she loves. But something
is missing from her life. When she was a child, she met a boy who touched her heart-- and
now she's determined to find him. The only clue Najika has is a silver spoon that leads
her to the prestigious Seika Academy. Attending Seika will be a challenge. Every kid at
the school has a special talent, and the girls in Najika's class think she doesn't
deserve to be there. But Sora and Daichi, two popular brothers who barely speak to each
other, recognize Najika's cooking for what it is-- magical. Is either boy Najika's
mysterious prince? -- p. [4] of cover.
Back in feudal Japan, Akura-oh is getting frustrated with his best friend and rampage
companion Tomoe. He correctly guesses that Tomoe is lovesick, and decides the best way to
deal with it is to kill the object of his affection--Yukiji! And to make matters worse,
when Nanami wears historical clothes, she looks an awful lot like Yukiji! Can she manage
to preserve the past, save Tomoe, protect Yukiji and keep from getting killed?! -- VIZ
Media
Misaki decides to tell Usui how she feels and goes on a date with him to the amusement
park on Christmas Day! But with Cedric the spy following their every move, will she be
able to say anything? Later, Usui drops some serious news that will affect his
relationship with Misaki! -- VIZ Media
A stubborn teen faces off with her brooding, indifferent (but super hot) soulmate in this
unique and sexy take on a classic paranormal romance story. She's met her mate . . . and
he's met his match. Megan Ross has been waiting her whole life for her mate to come and
sweep her off her feet. But the wolf she meets on the beach is NOT the sweet gentle boy
she's been dreaming of. Instead, he's a warrior, one whose suffering has led him to lock
his heart away in a prison as cold and hard as a diamond, who fights to resist the bond
and their deep attraction. Far from home, with a soulmate who is still a stranger, Megan
learns that the path to true love isn't quite as straight and easy as she thought . . .
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Chosen by readers like you for Macmillan's young adult imprint Swoon Reads, Alyssa
Brandon’s debut novel Bound to You is guaranteed to make readers swoon, sigh, and maybe
even cry before it's over. Praise for Bound to You from the Swoon Reads community: “To
put it simply I was hooked.” —Cinda Edana, reader on SwoonReads.com “It is so totally
swoonworthy. ” —E.E. Annavas, reader on SwoonReads.com “This book had me laughing,
crying, and swooning a lot!” —Ronda Rigdon, reader on SwoonReads.com
Kamisama Kiss, Vol. 16
Maid for Me
Maid-sama! (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 8
Vampire Knight, Vol. 19
When Kyoko’s heart is broken, she decides that revenge is a dish best served in the spotlight!
Kyoko Mogami followed her true love Sho to Tokyo to support him while he made it big as an idol.
But he’s casting her out now that he’s famous! Kyoko won’t suffer in silence—she’s going to get
her sweet revenge by beating Sho in show biz! Kyoko has sailed through the first two audition
tests for the role of Momiji, impressing even the people who are rooting against her. But her
competition isn’t known for playing fair, and the more Kyoko shines, the dirtier Kimiko is
willing to get. When Kimiko’s scheming scores a direct hit, Kyoko’s professionalism is blasted
away by waves of doubt and grudge demons. Her only way to stay in the running is to channel her
dark emotions into her acting, but how can she hope to control her feelings about her special
weakness—Ren Tsuruga?!
Runako is studying hard to someday succeed as owner of her family's maid dispatching service
company. One day, a request comes in from an entertainment production company and shockingly,
it's for their super-popular star, Seirei Moroboshi! But could it be that the image he projects
on the TV is far different than his true secret face...?!
Edgar Ashenbert claims to be descended from the human ruler of the fairy kingdom, and he
urgently needs Lydia’s help to find and claim his birthright, the legendary sword of the Blue
Knight Earl. Things will never be the same for Lydia as she is pulled into a dangerous quest
against dark forces! -- VIZ Media
"Your Name" Director Makoto Shinkai's latest movie "WEATHERING WITH YOU" will get a complete
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manga version with beautiful art and delicate depictions by the up-and-coming artist Wataru
Kubota!! During the summer of his first year in high school, a young man named Hodaka runs away
from home to the bustling city of Tokyo. Alone and exhausted, he decides to kill time in a fast
food place, where he meets a young woman named Hina who happens to work there. Little does he
know that Hina possesses powers that not only affect the weather, but the whole world... In
Weathering with You, Makoto Shinkai dives into topics like love and sacrifice to show how far
one boy goes to protect the thing he loves most. This manga reveals the backstories and true
thoughts of the characters who stole the hearts of fans and critics worldwide.
Bound to You
His and Her Circumstances
Includes Vols. 9 & 10
Diablos of the Old School Building
Maid Sama!

ROCKIN' TITANS Eren and the gang start a band, in the hopes of taking the school festival by storm! But they face unexpected
opposition in the school's mysterious idols, a trio known as No Name, not to mention the musical Titans! Then, Mikasa gets herself
caught up in a high-stakes culinary battle, and two familiar figures from Levi's past return to haunt him. Another 300 pages of bizarre,
irresistible Titanic nonsense!
Misaki undergoes strict training on how to become a lady before visiting Usui in England! Later, she decides to apply to a highly
selective university... With everyone heading down different paths toward the future, will Misaki and Usui be able to find happiness
together? -- VIZ Media
Includes Vols. 15 & 16
Nostalgic Reading
Includes Vols. 17 & 18
100 Years Quest
Includes Vol. 7 & 8
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